Two-component membrane material properties and domain formation from dissipative particle dynamics.
The material parameters (area stretch modulus and bending rigidity) of two-component amphiphilic membranes are determined from dissipative particle dynamics simulations. The preferred area per molecule for each species is varied so as to produce homogeneous mixtures or nonhomogeneous mixtures that form domains. If the latter mixtures are composed of amphiphiles with the same tail length, but different preferred areas per molecule, their material parameters increase monotonically as a function of composition. By contrast, mixtures of amphiphiles that differ in both tail length and preferred area per molecule form both homogeneous and nonhomogeneous mixtures that both exhibit smaller values of their material properties compared to the corresponding pure systems. When the same nonhomogeneous mixtures of amphiphiles are assembled into planar membrane patches and vesicles, the resulting domain shapes are different when the bending rigidities of the domains are sufficiently different. Additionally, both bilayer and monolayer domains are observed in vesicles. We conclude that the evolution of the domain shapes is influenced by the high curvature of the vesicles in the simulation, a result that may be relevant for biological vesicle membranes.